SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION

Announcement of the
EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUND

The Sisters of St. Joseph Healthcare Foundation Emergency Response Fund seeks to support community-based organizations who serve vulnerable communities most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic

Nonprofits seeking funding must be able to demonstrate their capacity to serve Humboldt County, the greater San Francisco Bay area, Orange County and southern California’s most vulnerable and marginalized communities including:

- Children ages 0-5
- Low income seniors
- Homeless
- Households living under the poverty line
- Immigrants and Refugees
- Persons with disabilities
- School-aged children, youth and families
- Uninsured

ELIGIBILITY AND RESTRICTIONS

- In compliance with the terms of agreement established by the State of California Department of Corporations, Healthcare Foundation funds may not be granted or provide any benefit to Providence St. Joseph Health or its affiliated health care providers
- Applicant organizations must function in a not-for-profit manner for the public benefit, and should possess the following characteristics and operational qualities:
  1. Demonstrated operational and management effectiveness, financial viability, and responsible stewardship of resources.
  2. Demonstrated collaboration, flexibility, and respect for diverse cultures,
  3. Existence of a governing and/or advisory board with sufficient expertise and familiarity with the proposed program/project
- The Sisters of St. Joseph Healthcare Foundation does not fund:
  1. Direct support to individuals
  2. Capital campaigns
  3. Purchase of land or buildings, and/or major construction or capital improvements
  4. Social events, telethons or similar fundraising activities
  5. Political lobbying, proposed or pending legislation, or other activities that U.S. law prohibits for nonprofit organizations

REQUEST MATERIALS FROM: Sister Regina Fox, SSND– Executive Director
rfox@csjorange.org
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